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by Richard Freed

Suite No. 2 from *Romeo and Juliet*, Op. 64 .......... SERGEI PROKOFIEV (1891-1953)

*Romeo and Juliet* is unquestionably the most successful “full evening” ballet created in this century, and many consider its score Prokofiev’s true masterpiece for orchestra. Like numerous other similarly successful works, however, it had a hard time getting off the ground. It was a request from the Kirov Theatre in Leningrad, toward the end of 1934, that initiated the project. The Kirov changed its mind before Prokofiev had written a note, but by then he had become so fascinated with the idea that he did not want to drop it, and a contract was signed for presentation of the ballet at the Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow. In the spring of 1935 Prokofiev and the choreographer Piotrovsky consulted with Sergei Radlov, who had produced several of Shakespeare’s plays, and the three developed a scenario for the ballet. For a time they considered giving the work a happy ending (as Prokofiev remarked later, “living people can dance—the dead cannot”), but in the end remained faithful to Shakespeare.

The contract was voided the following summer, when Prokofiev submitted his score and it was rejected as “undanceable” by the Bolshoi management. Prokofiev then extracted two concert suites from the score, which he introduced in Moscow and Leningrad during the 1936-37 season, and he also arranged ten numbers for piano. The response to the music was highly favorable, but still the ballet found no takers; even the Kirov’s school company turned it down. When *Romeo and Juliet* was finally staged, in Brno, Czechoslovakia, in December 1938, Prokofiev was not consulted and did not attend, but a year later the Kirov decided to produce the work, after all, and the Soviet première took place there on January 11, 1940; Galina Ulanova danced the role of Juliet in both of these premières.

Prokofiev was not finished with the ballet when it was performed in Leningrad. He had made several additions to the score and had enlarged the orchestra at the request of the dancers and the choreographer, Leonid Lavrovsky. Further additions were made the following year, and there were still more for the Bolshoi première of 1946. Over-all, Prokofiev worked on and revised this score nearly as long as Beethoven did on *Fidelio*, and, as in that case, it was a work especially close to its composer’s heart. “I have taken special pains,” Prokofiev declared, “to achieve a simplicity which will, I hope, reach the hearts of all listeners. If people find no melody and no emotion in this work, I shall be very sorry—but I feel sure that sooner or later they will.”

And of course they did, sooner rather than later. The music itself, in the form of Prokofiev’s own concert suites or various sequences of excerpts—or even, occasionally, the entire score—has also taken a permanent place in the concert repertory. In this performance of the Suite No. 2, Stanislaw Skrowaczewski is omitting the third movement (“Friar Laurence”); the six numbers being performed may be identified as follows:

**MONTAGUES AND CAPULETS.** The Dance of the Knights at the Capulets’ ball, prefaced by the music which accompanies the entrance of the Duke of Verona as he orders the warring families to lay down their arms.

**JULIET THE YOUNG GIRL.** Juliet playfully resisting the Nurse’s efforts to help her dress for the ball.

**DANCE.** The Dance of the Five Couples in the square.

**ROMEO AND JULIET BEFORE PARTING.** The farewell pas de deux at dawn after the bridal night.

**DANCE OF THE MAIDS WITH LILIES.** Unaware that Juliet has taken Friar Laurence’s potion, the bridesmaids, assembled for her wedding to Paris, dance around her as she sleeps.

**ROMEO AT JULIET’S GRAVE.** Having failed to receive Friar Laurence’s message explaining the sleeping potion given to Juliet, Romeo enters the Capulet family crypt, kills Paris, whom he finds mourning at Juliet’s bier, and then, after a final remembrance of the happiness he has shared with her, takes poison and dies.

“A Song of Hope” (An Old Man’s Soliloquy) .......... GIAN CARLO MENOTTI (b. July 7, 1911)

“A Song of Hope,” which is being given its world première performance in tonight’s concert, represents Gian Carlo Menotti’s response to a commission from the University Musical Society in celebration of the 100th year of the Musical Society and the University Choral Union. Mr. Menotti himself wrote the text, and specified the following instrumentation: piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, English horn, two clarinets, bass clarinet, two bassoons, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, piano, harp, timpani, bass drum, snare drum, cymbals, triangle, xylophone, whistle, and strings.

Those with an eye for dates will observe that Menotti shares a common birthday with Gustav Mahler (who was born on July 7, 1860) and died in the year Menotti was born (1911). While one would have to look very hard indeed to find common musical bonds between these composers, what they do have in common in their works—but shown by each in his own quite distinctive way—is a profound concern for what has come to be called “the human condition.” Menotti has dealt with humanity’s foibles and grotesqueries on many levels, ranging from the good-natured humor of *The Telephone* to the intensity and pathos of *The Consul*, but always with compassion, his characters are always credible because they are always life-size and no bigger.

In “A Song of Hope” he evokes the image of an old man whose years are filled with experiences both bitter and happy to present the sort of contrast Mahler dealt with in his symphonies, between the brutality of which man is capable, on the one hand, and the warm comfort of simple joys, on the other, with an emphasis on the affirmative values symbolized by the continuity of Nature.
Whether the references in Mr. Menotti's text are to specific events or simply represent a symbolic selection from the horrors through which members of his generation have lived, both the words and music address the point straightforwardly, with both color and warmth. The text, it may be further noted, is not in verse form, but in a very free "conversational" style, its imagery made vivid by what amounts to understatement in describing scenes, its urgency heightened by an impassioned directness in the face of which questions of naivete or over-simplification become quite meaningless.

Text by Gian Carlo Menotti

Do not despair, my friend. Although determined hunters have combed the forest and trampled over the tilled fields, the wild dove still heralds the mating spring, the drunken lark still plunges into the waving heat.

Do not despair, my friend.

Barbarian hordes did march past the village square. Tongues were slit with knives, lips were sewn with invisible thread.

But still we can speak and sing and understand each other with the words of our childhood, with the words of my childhood.

Rain of fire fell over our roof on noisy nights, and trapped in their beds they woke to their death, old people woke to their death.

Burned are the framed photos in the attic, burned are schoolbooks and Bibles, and the carefully folded first communion suit.

Killed were our neighbors and the old family cook.

Under the rubble a hand was found wearing a wedding ring.

But it was not the end as we then thought, 'twas not the end.

Here we are tonight in this peaceful light, my dog asleep on the sofa; my grandson, lying on the rug, out of his domino box builds his dream palace, quietly, at my feet.

Outside the window, waving in the wind, the apple tree still snows its flakes of flowers.

Do not feel guilty for your quiet happiness.

Although children have died with their dying mothers and many men have drowned their youth in blood, death does not come as a prize or punishment.

By dying you do not fill your neighbor's grave.

Many are the cries of warning. (By dying you cannot fill your neighbor's grave.)

Many the whispered fears, many the tears of mourning.

Do not feel guilty for your quiet happiness.

Share, you who can, your last days of joy.

Do not bar your door to him who knocks; open the window to the call outside.

Perhaps one day you too will ask for pity.

But by remembering that you too have sung, you will not envy other people's laughter. (Many the cries of warning, whispered fears, the tears of mourning.)

Do not feel guilty. Do not be ashamed to celebrate with humble gratitude the gift of life we share with dove and lark and apple tree.

Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67 .......................... LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)

At the midpoint of Beethoven's cycle of nine symphonies stands the work which has epitomized for many listeners the very concept "Symphony," with all the emotional and dramatic—not to say programmatic—connotations it has had since Beethoven's time.

The Fifth was the work which set the pattern of "victory through struggle," observed in so many symphonies from Beethoven's time to our own. Franck and Tchaikovsky come to mind as two of the more prominent later symphonists who made use of both the "victory through struggle" emotional frame and the cyclic form we find in Beethoven's Fifth.

The remark about the opening phrase—"Thus Fate knocks on the door"—attributed to him by Anton Schindler may well have been Schindler's own concoction; but, because of the way that motif is developed and reintroduced later in the work, it does seem to fit, and the Fifth Symphony, with or without a composer-sanctioned "program," stands as one of the several grand fulfilments of the promise Beethoven had made to himself in 1801, when he became aware of his growing deafness: "I will take Fate by the throat; it shall not wholly overcome me."

The "Fate" motif hammers away throughout the terse drama of the first movement, with lyrical passages here and there to throw the drama into higher relief. The second movement may be seen as following, more or less, the "double variation" format Haydn had made familiar in his symphonies; the opening theme itself is a variation on the "Fate" motif, and the second theme may be traced to the horn phrase introduced early in the first movement. J. W. N. Sullivan, in Beethoven: His Spiritual Development, described this Andante con moto as "a mere resting-place, a temporary escape from the questions aroused by the first movement."

The basic material and its treatment, however, would suggest something like unhurried contemplation of those questions, rather than escape from them.

With the Scherzo the drama is again intensified. Its opening phrases set a dark and menacing scene, against which backdrop a more clearly recognizable variant of the "Fate" motif rears itself up. The tension is broken momentarily by an amiable rambunctious little dance for the double basses, but it returns, more ominous than before, to dissolve into the mysterious and suspenseful transition to the finale. Here grotesquerie vanishes and the passage from darkness into light is achieved with magnificent simplicity. The jubilant course of the finale is interrupted momentarily by a reprise of the Scherzo, which now seems shot of its menace; indeed, all allusions to the "Fate" motif now are transformed into a victorious, even joyous statement.
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